[Interhemispheric relations of prefrontal cortical neurons in rats during emotional stimulation of increasing intensity].
Unit activity of the prefrontal cortex of the right and left brain hemispheres of rats was recorded during intracranial stimulation of emotionally positive and negative brain structures. The neurons were divided according to their reaction to a change in food motivation: cells that decrease (M-neurons) and cells that increase their firing frequencies (R-neurons) after feeding. Three levels of stimulation current intensity were used. When stimuli of subthreshold intensity (evoking the behavioral reaction of smelling) were applied, the recorded neuronal activity was higher in the left hemisphere. During threshold emotionally positive or negative stimulation (producing approach behavior or freezing, respectively), activity of M-neurons was higher in the right hemisphere, whereas the left-side R-neurons were more active than the right-side ones. During strong emotionally positive stimulation producing self-stimulation, the firing frequency of both groups of neurons was higher in the left hemisphere. Strong emotionally negative stimulation that evoked behavioral avoidance to a greater extent activated the right hemisphere.